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Crimes and the attacking of

Sanctions

Abstract
Sanctions are a new form of a War Crime where PROXY NATIONS are illegally used. The 
Sanctions against both Iran and Syria have serious flaws (as those against Russia do as well). Flaws 
which can be attacked before all three Organizational Courts in the Hague. 

This document
This document is a supplemental brief which is meant to be read with the other two War Crimes 
briefs, and the UN 27(3) brief and which should also be referenced to War Crime Filing #336/18 
with the International Criminal Court. 
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The Financial War Crimes of Sanctions.  
Wars have a number of new battle weapons Sanctions are a new one. They form both first person 
seizure as the Magnitsky Act and the CAATSA legislation does in the US and abroad, and the 
ability to implement Proxy Attacks using Financial pressure externally. 

These sanctions allow for the seizing of Money and Property but there are numerous potential 
responses. Under the International Court of Justice (ICJ), the UN Court in the Hague, the 
Appropriation of Property has been outlawed even when a Sanction Order is issues. No Nation can 
create a Law which allows it to steal property from any other Nation or that Nation’s Citizens 
without due process of their courts.  

Likewise, under Rome Statute §8(2)(b)(iv) the Appropriation of Property at a National Level is a 
war crime. Any Rome Statute Nation participating in the theft and seizure of that Property and its 
Use in a subsidiary War Crime becomes party to the  §8(2)(b)(iv) action as well. 

The value of Sanctions in a War
Sanctions in today’s world are a tricky form of Financial Warfare and are as thus controlled under 
UN ICJ and Rome Statute instances (see §8(2)(b)(iv) as well as §8(2)(b)(ii-2)).

In the case of a SuperPower forcing other Nations to do its Financial Warfare Bidding this invokes  
§8(2)(b)(iv) war crime complaints and while the US is not a signatory to the Rome Statute every 
one of the Nations it woulds use to attack Iran and Syria through an Economic War of this type are. 

OPEC members as Rome Statute Signatories. 
One of the key mechanisms which can be used to attack the West, and Saudi Arabia is OPEC and 
demanding controls against its refusal to ship Iranian Oil or any Sanctions against the Sale and 
Development of Iran's Oil and Gas. By attacking OPEC itself, the Iranian Government will gain 
control of the situation for both itself and Syria. 

This is simply true because all members of OPEC are signatories to the Rome Statute or UN 
Members and as such tied to the War Crimes standards in both Organizations. The sanctions against 
Iran's Oil form a §8(2)(b)(iv) financial attack against Iran itself implemented by the US and its 
Proxies the British Empire, and the EU member Nations of NATO, both directly or through their 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Partners. 

Where to wage this War?
The question is where to wage this War, and there is an answer… Sanctions are both an Act of 
Economic Warfare as well as an act of Proxy Warfare which is attackable under a violation of both 
Rome Statute §8(2)(b)(iv) as well as §8(2)(b)(ii-2).
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The ICJ?
The International Court of Justice is a good place to wage an attack against the West if you can 
disqualify the French and British votes from the UN Security Council in the same process. But 
without control of the UNSC the value of the ICJ can be lessened to a point where its  ability to 
implement a quick response in any matter is limited. 

Once the UNSC itself is set into a mode under Article 27(3) (and its qualifying Article 52(3) 
mandate) then the ICJ is an excellent place to pursue a response. It however cannot issue financial 
awards which may be the most hurtful ones possible. (SEE GLASSEY BRIEF ON UN Article 
27(3) for more information). 

The ICC? 
The International Criminal Court is also a good place to wage an attack against the West if you can 
show manipulation of the UN as well. The International Criminal Court  can and will hear an Illegal
Sanctions Case as a War Crime to assert a Financial War against another Nation (like Iran for 
instance) under  §8(2)(b)(iv) as well as §8(2)(b)(ii-2).

In both instances any party acting willingly as a Proxy for a Third Party implementing illegal 
sanctions involves both the original party, and themselves, in any damages those Financial Warfare 
processes create against the Target Nation. 

Other derivative Rome Statute Claims can be waged against any other Rome Statute Nation acting 
as a Proxy for the West in their illegal implementation of Sanctions against Iran or Syria for that 
matter. 

The Permanent Court Of Arbitration 
The Permanent Court Of Arbitration is an amazing place to wage a Property Damage Claim based 
battle. Again if you can with a War Crime Complaint like #336/18 over the theft of IP used inside 
Weapon Systems, bring direct Damage Claims for Loss of Life, Property Damage, and derivative 
Damages against those parties involved in the War Crime itself, you have a next-generation damage
claim model for effecting a world-peace action. 

The Permanent Court of Arbitration can and will hear an Illegal Sanctions case against any and all 
Rome Statute Members acting on behalf of the US, meaning it can be waged directly against all 
OPEC Nations themselves, all of which are signatories to the Rome Statute. It can be waged against
any and all NATO Nations for their compliance with NATO support of the case cause of action as 
well. 

The Permanent Court Of Arbitration can and will hear a Financial Demand based on Illegal 
Sanctions Case “as an Illegal War Crime to assert a Financial War against another Nation” (like Iran
or Syria for instance) under  §8(2)(b)(iv) as well as §8(2)(b)(ii-2).
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In both instances any party acting willingly as a Proxy for a Third Party implementing illegal 
sanctions involves both the original party, and themselves, in any damages those Financial Warfare 
processes create against the Target Nation. 

Other derivative Rome Statute Claims can be waged against any other Rome Statute Nation acting 
as a Proxy for the West in their illegal implementation of Sanctions against Iran or Syria for that 
matter. 

The Implementation of Illegal Sanctions as a Third 
Party Proxy War
Any Rome Statute Signatory then is liable, and must refuse to be a party to the Sanctions which the 
US has issued against Iran and Syria both. The matter is simply that the West is using a set of other 
Nations tied to an Agreement it refused to sign, as a weapon against Nations it plans Regime 
Changes in, and this is an Act of Financial Warfare against those Nations one would think. 

US driven Sanctions and their implications
The Rome Statute Governments are fully exposed in Sanction based Financial Warfare, as the 
principal Proxy for various Western Interests in Iran and Syria. This attack being waged using 
Commerce necessary to both Iran and Syria is a key attack against the ability of those Nations to 
exist, and while the US itself can issue Sanctions internally, it cannot through a Law or Action force
another Nation to commit a War Crime under the Rome Statute, a Document the US refused to be 
bound by.

As such the US Sanctions can be implemented inside the Borders of the US, but not externally, nor 
can they be used to ‘strong-arm’ any other Nation into implementing any similar sanctions against 
those parties, under threat of having the same Sanctions applied to them. In all instances this creates
a  §8(2)(b)(iv) as well as §8(2)(b)(ii-2) war crime set against the Target Nation (Iran or Syria) based
on the US Sanction process. It uses the Muscle of the US Constitution to enforce a set of claims 
which forces those Nations to go back on and ignore their Rome Statute Signatory status and as 
such is a direct attack by the US against the International Criminal Court, as well as the Permanent 
Court of Arbitration’s authority. 

Likewise, it is an attack by the US as a UN Security Council member against the Standing of the 
International Court of Justice as well. In all instances the effects of the US initiated Sanctions are 
constrained to the US Borders themselves, or the US Proxy Partners risk financial damage claims 
before the Court of Permanent Arbitration and seizure of their global assets to cover those damage 
awards obviously due to Iran and Syria in those matters.   
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Summary
A non-traditional attack against Sanctions issued illegally by US Treasury OFAC may yield better 
results than transitional ones. 
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